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Case Study: AA Real Time Traffic Information System 

This case study demonstrates real time interaction with road users to enable users to 

modify behaviour and gain other benefits.   

 

The objective of AA Traffic is to be the premier 

“Real Time Traffic Information” (RTTI) service 

throughout New Zealand. It was launched in 2010 

and provides a system incorporating: 

- Road incidents, accidents, road works 
and traffic speed; 

- Road segments, area & regional info; 

- Weather conditions; 

- Rail, flight and travel information; 

- Skiing & surfing conditions.  

To achieve this it needs to be current, reliable, 

accessible, and meet international standards. 

  

The product is live “traffic to vehicle navigation” able to collate traffic and weather events or congestion, and advise on alternate route 

options and anticipated travel times. It demonstrates demand management in practice as users of the transport network can uti lise this 

tool to adjust their behaviour, thus altering demand on the road network. It benefits users in increasing information and avoiding delays 

to their journey, and it benefits road owners in helping to smooth demand across the network thus making the network more efficient 

and also avoiding potentially large investments needed to deal with peaks (which then result in over supply during non-peak hours).  

In addition, the accumulated data has considerable value for investment 

and operational decision making, e.g. by providing long term data on 

specific routes offering the opportunity to make more informed decisions. 

Some specific applications of the GeoSmart solution include: 

- The NZ Automobile Association (AA) has developed the 
AARoadwatch website to provide up to date traffic and congestion 
information to all motorists in NZ; 

- Brisconnections, investing $4.5bn in tunnel and busways, use Live 
Traffic to measure the success of their transport routes against 
alternative routes;  

- NZTA & Christchurch City Council (CCC) have developed a transport 
page on the CCC website using the AA Traffic information to help 
improve traffic flows during recovery and rebuild. 

 

This case demonstrates the rapidly growing role of in-vehicle systems in traffic management. Independent research (TNO, 2007, 

Leurent 2010) has shown that drivers using navigation systems: make 12% less damage claims; reduce distance driven by 16% and 

journey time by 18% in unfamiliar areas; and have improve fuel consumption with associated lower emissions. 

There is substantial potential for new businesses and services if private navigations systems were to interoperate. Some examples 

being worked on are: 

- Communication with traffic lights to optimise speed-to-green, or influence the traffic light scenario on approach; 

- Integration of road signage information in the user interface of the in-vehicle navigation system; 

- Just in time map updates or location based dynamic content; 

- Incident management services, for example re-routing traffic; 

- Pay-as-you-drive services, including toll application or rewarding drivers for good driving behaviour.  


